2nd Annual Research Conference

AGENDA
Thursday, August 21 2014
8:30 - a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

8:30 – 8:45 Refreshments (ATRIUM)
8:45 – 9:00 Welcome and Conference Opening (ATRIUM)
   Ned Hill, Ph.D., Dean, Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs, Cleveland State University
9:05 – 10:30 Session 1

Panel 1A: Natural Resources & Sustainability Planning (BONDA)
   Implications of US Supreme Court Rulings and Climate Change (Weinstein)
   Emergence and Persistence of the Structure of Watershed Governance (Kellogg)
   NEOSCC Regional Sustainability Planning (Kaufmann and Hexter)

Panel 1B: Politics and Public Institutions (UR 326)
   When State Legislation and Constitutions Collide With Angry Locals: Shale Development and Its Many Masters (Robertson)
   The Racially and Socioeconomically Disparate Impact of Relocating the Hamilton County Board of Elections (Salling)

Panel 1C: New Approaches to Community Economic Development (SWEET)
   Evergreen Co-ops: Brokering Collaboration (Zingale)
   Arts and Economic Development (Piazza, Lendel, Lohr)
   Image of Place (Clouse)

BREAK (10 minutes)

10:40 – 12:10 Session 2

Panel 2A: Water Resources Markets and Rules Shaping Ohio’s Future (BONDA)
   (Alexander, Kellogg, Lendel, Zingale)

Panel 2B: Neighborhoods and Social Infrastructure (SWEET)
   Benefits of Urban Trees and Community Health (RJ Laverme)
   Impact of Arts On Urban Neighborhood Revitalization (Keating)
   Black Male Unemployment And Neighborhoods (Frazier)
   The Documentary Event: A Touch of the Real (Liggett)

Panel 2C: Local Finance Policy & Management Issues (UR 326)
   Effects of 311-Enabled Coproduction On Local Government Credit Ratings (Guzman, Clark)
   Preservation Targets? Examining the Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit as a Place-Based Revitalization Strategy (Kinahan, Ryberg)
12:20 – 1:10  
**Brown Bag LUNCH - Featured Presentation (ATRIUM)**

*The End of Academic Freedom: The Coming Obliteration of the Core Purpose of the University* (William Bowen, Michael Schwartz, Lisa Camp)

1:20 – 2:50  
**Session 3**

**Panel 3A: Linking Community Economic Development to Systems (SWEET)**
*Change: The Greater University Circle Wealth Building Initiative*  
(Hexter, Clouse, Wright)

**Panel 3B: Public Administration & Leadership (BONDA)**
*Aesthetic Experience And Artful Public Administration* (Piccorelli)
*Personal Loyalty: Thick-Thin Morality And The Crisis Of Conscience* (Coombs)
*John Stuart Mill’s Views On Liberty, Contestation, And Individuality And Their Implications For Public Administration* (Spicer)

**Panel 3C: Trends in Urban and Small Town Real Estate Markets (UR 326)**
*Demand For Green Buildings: Office Tenants’ Willingness-to-Pay for Green Features*  
(Simons, Robinson, Kern, Lee)
*Does Preservation Still Pay?* (Mikelbank)
*Market Studies For Main Street Redevelopment In Small Communities* (Date)

**BREAK (10 minutes)**

3:00 – 4:30  
**Session 4**

**Panel 4A: Economic Value of Tree Preservation: a Six County Study (SWEET)**  
(Kellogg, Hexter, Mikelbank, Laverne)

**Panel 4B: Organizational Change and Management (UR 326)**
*Survival of Grassroots Advocacy Organizations In A Changing Environment* (Jones)
*Managing Risk From Volunteers in Nonprofit Organizations* (Groble)
*Courts, Constituencies And Nonprofit Corporations* (Mead, Pollack)

**Panel 4C: Emergency Preparedness, Local Government, and Citizen (BONDA) Engagement**
*Preparedness for Epidemic or Bioterrorism: Minimum Cost Planning for the Location and Staffing of Urban Point-of-Dispensing Centers* (Bowen, Chen, Tukel)
*Using Social Marketing For Public Emergency Preparedness* (Meyer-Emerick)
*Does Government Coproduction Shape Citizen Satisfaction with Local Governments?* (Clark, Rokakis)